
 

 

 
Adult Novice Sweeps 

  
Summary  This class is the intermediate step between Intro to Rowing and Sweeps I. Time is 
spent practicing the skills needed to transition from rowing in the barge to rowing in an 8+.  
There will be a wide range of progress during the term as everyone works together to learn 
the skills. 
  
Who is this program Appropriate for?  Any adult rower who has completed the Learn to Row 
program.  This class is not for those who are completely new to rowing, but it does include a 
review of the basics to reinforce skills and knowledge from Learn to Row and may begin with 
rowing in the barge to assess skills. 
  
What’s Next?  Rowers typically spend more than one term in Novice Sweeps.  Once an 
athlete is completely comfortable with the skills in this Learning Checklist, a rower may 
choose to participate with General Sweeps 1.  Many rowers choose to spend time getting 
private lessons on the dockside rower, or building fitness and rowing skills in the indoor Drive 
Row Studio.  Another option is to try sculling by taking Sculling 1. 
  
Learning Checklist – those marked with * may be reviewed in the Athlete Moodle 

❏ Embodies the CRI mission of “Rowing for All”* 
❏ Demonstrates understanding that safety is the #1 priority and demonstrates all 

Charles River Tour guidelines down to Northeastern Boathouse* 
❏ Completely comfortable with all basic rowing terminology* 
❏ Handles equipment with appropriate care following all written CRI guidelines* 

including using the repair logbook, the cox/vox box and using the oarloack  
❏ Can adjust footstretchers and spacers without assistance 
❏ Can carry and get in/out of the boat independently 
❏ Understands how to read the posted equipment schedule 
❏ Participates in at least one session of coxing experience and is familiar with coxing 

basics* 
❏ Able to row a stroke of average length in concert with the 8+ 
❏ Comfortable rowing for the majority of the practice by 6’s and all 8 for short stretches 
❏ Knows and can execute drills at regular speed: Pick, Inside/Outside arm, Pausing at 

finish, arms away, body over, 1⁄2 slide 
 
 

*Athlete Moodle Access - https://education.cricoach.com/moodle/login/index.php 
 



 

 
  
 

 


